
ITC Engage Celebrates Intense Passion for Performance 

Launches Engage Intense with Brand Ambassador, Shubman Gill 

 
National. April 19, 2023. Working hard to pursue their dreams is what defines this generation of high- 

performance individuals. They possess the inherent need to constantly achieve more and be the best. 

ITC Engage celebrates this intense passion and the zest for performance with the launch of its new 

range of deodorants, Engage Intense. Epitomizing this generational intensity of hard work, from grit 

to glory, is Shubman Gill, the new brand Ambassador for Engage Intense.   

Engage Intense presents a range of masculine deodorants which complement the intense spirit to 

dream big, perform well & win. The long- lasting strong fragrances reflect this zeal to be better, raise 

the intensity of performance and accomplish one’s goals and aspirations. The scent profiles of 

leathery, woody and spicy, is designed to be a part of this journey of perseverance for young men. 

Shubman Gill as the brand ambassador brings his intense preparation and game to the forefront for 

Engage Intense. Conceptualised by Ogilvy India and directed by Vijay Sawant, the film highlights rigour, 

commitment and passion of Men who dream to be the achievers of tomorrow. Shubman as the brand 

ambassador shares his own journey of dedication, faith and positivity through this visual and intense 

narrative. Engage Intense complements this journey of young India. 

Watch the Film Here 

Sameer Satpathy, Divisional Chief Executive, Personal Care Business, ITC limited, says, “It is indeed 

motivating to witness the changing attitudes towards success and achievement. Many young people 

are more willing to take risks and pursue their passion and dreams, even if it requires enormous hard 

work and facing uncertainties. It is this journey of the zeal for performance that Engage Intense 

celebrates. With Shubman Gill, Engage Intense celebrates the strength of performance not only 

metaphorically but also in the product promise.” 

Shubman Gill, Brand Ambassador for Engage Intense, states, “I have huge respect for hard-earned 

success. I believe while hard-work and talent is interlinked, it is hard-work that often takes 

precedence. Performance is key and preparations to bring the A game always needs a lot of practice, 



patience and motivation. I am happy to partner with Engage to showcase this intensity that helps 

achieve the pinnacle of performance. I totally believe, jitni intense taiyaari, utna intense game!” 

Engage Intense is available in two variants, Black Skies and Green Turf with a promise of long lasting, 

24-hour fragrance profiles. It is available is leading retail outlets at INR 230/- for 150ml. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

About ITC Engage: 

Brand Engage was launched in 2013 and is one of India’s leading fragrance brands. Engage brings to 

bear the interesting proposition of playful chemistry between a man and a woman and this has been 

pivotal in communicating a distinctly differentiated brand story. Mix elements at every touch point 

including packaging, variant nomenclature for each product and communication, everything embodies 

the spirit of playful chemistry. Launched with a range of deodorants, Engage, augmented its portfolio 

with Engage Cologne Sprays, a range of internationally designed perfume sprays for men and women 

and was the first brand to introduce the category of pocket perfumes in India. Engage L’amante Click 

& Brush heralds in a new way of perfuming and the most recent addition to the repertoire of 

fragrances is a range of Eau De Parfums for men and women celebrating the freshness of each day 

and the glitter of each night. It also introduces Engage’s first ever gender free fragrance, One Soul.  

For more information visit www.engagedeo.com  | www.facebook.com/Engage | @Engagedeo 
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